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Introduction

Friday night rolls around and you've been meaning to spend some 

quality time with your partner, or maybe you're getting ready for your 

first date with a new connection, but stressing and bickering over what 

movie to watch or what restaurant to go to is the last thing you want 

to do after a long day of adulting. 

Using the same "swipe-right" mentality of dating apps, matched with 

the audience of Tinder, Netflix, DoorDash, and OpenTable combined, 

Date Night expands pre-relationship services into a mid-relationship 

game-changer that takes all the stress out of planning quality time. 
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Over 32
MILLION

Americans are participating in online dating,

forming a global industry that is expected to grow from $2.23
BILLION

in

$3.592
BILLIONBILLION

2019 to by the end of 2025

The global video streaming industry was valued at $38.56
BILLION

in 2018,

$149.34
BILLIONBILLION

and is expected to grow to by 2026

So, how big is the online dating industry?

How big is the video streaming industry?
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Existing Products In This Space

Tinder Netflix Profiles & Watch Party Happily Subscription Box

Provides match-making services for 

individuals looking to date or begin new 

relationships. Using a swiping method, this 
application is a streamlined leader in the 
online dating space. This services does not 
extend into mid-relationship functionality. 
Competitors with similar functionality 

include Bumble, OkCupid, Hinge, Happn, 

Match, and more. 

Netflix profiles and watch later lists highlight 
that an individual's preferred shows are 
highly personal and specific enough to 
warrant individual profiles for users. Netflix 
Watch Party illustrates the consumer 
appetite for services that allow users to 

engage with content in a shared way that 
fosters connection based upon shared 
experiences. 

Happily provides a monthly date night 
subscription box for in-person experiences. 
This subscription box highlights the desire 

for a third party to provide date night 

suggestions to couples through activities 

that are new, spontaneous, and based upon a 
shared set of passions. 

Some of the most successful products growing these industries are:
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Introduction

But even as technology brings us limitless content, exposes us to new activities, and finds 

new ways to delight our taste buds, couples are still left with an important question:

Beyond the thrill of a new match on a dating app, or a new suggestion on Netflix, how do we 

use technology to nurture fulfilling, long-lasting friendships and relationships?

How do we find exciting new ways to 

connect with each other without falling into 

the same old habits, or neglecting quality 

time altogether?
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An individual seeking to (re)connect with their significant other through 
shared experiences needs to select a movie - or other activity - for a 
"date night" but feels frustration when facing difficulty identifying a 
movie - or other activity - that both individuals are interested in. 
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User Friction
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Core Project ScopeCore Project Scope
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Individuals seeking to (re)connect with their significant other through 
shared experiences need to establish, communicate, and compare 

interests to determine date night activities, but feel frustration when 
facing difficulty sifting through and identifying activities that both 
individuals are interested in. These users require support through an 
activity "matchmaking" service that compares and contrasts each 
partner's interests and desired date night activities while creating an 
intuitive pathway linking couples to the services that address their 

needs, such as OpenTable or Netflix. 

Problem Statement

MUXD MASTERS THESIS

Key Insights
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Goals &  Desired Outcome

Provide an activity "matchmaking" service for couples by comparing and  
contrasting each partner's interests and desired date night activities. 

Augment user engagement with streaming services, food service apps, and  
related subscription boxes by providing a clear, direct pipeline to each activity.

Goals

+

Support partners in finding ways to (re)connect with each other through shared  
interests and activities, encouraging on-going engagement with the Date Night app. 

Create an intuitive pathway linking couples to the applications that address their  
date night needs, such as OpenTable or Netflix, eliminating decision-making and  

coordination stress.  

Desired Outcome

+
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Audience & StakeholdersAudience & Stakeholders
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Couples, whether newly dating to committed relationships, seeking ways to connect with each other through 
shared interests and activities. 
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Target Audience

Target Audience

DemographicsBehaviors

Couples or partnersFrequent smartphone & mobile app user

Ages 18 - 55Visits local restaurants a couple times  
per week, but enjoys trying out new  
places every now and again

Enjoys a stay-at-home date night with  
takeout and a movie

Has used - or is currently using -  
dating apps to meet potential partners

Uses OpenTable to make restaurant  
reservations and DoorDash for delivery

Streaming service subscriber

iPhone or Android user
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Key Stakeholders

Key Stakeholders:

The engineering, design, production, 
marketing, legal, and financial teams 

involved in creating this product.

From subscription boxes to streaming 
services to dining apps, all service providers 

addressing activities couples or groups 
participate in look to expand their user 

engagement and user base. 

Development Team

Service Providers

As the client and product owner, MICA faculty is 
an essential member of the stakeholder team. 

One-on-one as well as larger-scale friend groups 
often struggle to coordinate interests, service 
provider subscriptions, and schedules when 
seeking to participate in shared activities.

The Client & Product Owner

Friends & Friend Groups

Romantically involved couples, whether newly 
dating or in long-term relationships, are the 
primary demographic and key stakeholders. 

Romantic Couples
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Who Stands to Benefit?

Who Stands to Benefit?

From couples to friend groups, all individuals 
looking to find new ways to connect with 

individuals in their life stand to benefit from 
using the Date Night app to find shared 

interests that excite and fulfill each person. 

Friends & Couples
The Client, MICA, stands to benefit from this 
product by providing a dating service that 

extends beyond the pre-relationship period into 
a sustainable, long-term user engagement cycle 

that financially benefits by forming a pipeline 
between potential users and service providers 

such as Spotify, Netflix, or DoorDash. 

The Client

Television, movie, and music streaming services 
aiming to augment support for party-viewing 

stand to benefit from this project. Also benefitting 
are dining service providers seeking to eliminate 

frustration surrounding decision-making for 
requests that involve two or more individuals 

settling on a restaurant to visit. 

Service Providers
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Success Metr ics

Delivering a best-in-class matchmaking app to over 32 million 

Americans that expands pre-relationship services into a mid-relationship 

game-changer that takes all the stress out of planning quality time, 

building a sustainable, long-term user engagement cycle that financially 

benefits by forming a pipeline between potential users and service 

providers such as Spotify, Netflix, or DoorDash. 

What does success look like?

Success is....
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Success Metr ics

What are the key objectives for success?

Expanding from pre-relationship to 
mid-relationship services that take 

decision-making stress out of 
planning quality time.

Desirability

Revenue generation through the 
service provider conversion and 

handoff pipeline. 

Revenue

Augment user engagement with 
streaming services and food service 

apps by providing a clear, direct pipeline 
to each activity.

User Engagement
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Success Metr ics

What are the key performance indicators (KPIs)?

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORSKEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Number of Service Provider Accounts 
Linked

Number of "Matches"

User Adoption Rate - New Accounts 
Registered Per Day

Number of "Connections" (friends or 
partners)

User Retention Rate

Average Lifetime of a "Connection"

Average Time In-App

Daily App Engagements
"Engagements" with Service Provider 
Conversion Pipeline

Expanding from pre-relationship to 
mid-relationship services that take 

decision-making stress out of 
planning quality time.

Desirability

Revenue generation through the 
service provider conversion and 

handoff pipeline. 

Revenue

Augment user engagement with 
streaming services and food service 

apps by providing a clear, direct pipeline 
to each activity.

User Engagement
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Risk Management Plan

Success-Defining Outcomes:

Effectively deliver this service, or a minimum 
viable product slice of the service, in the 

predetermined timeframe.

Feasibility

Support partners seeking to (re)connect 
through shared activities via a matchmaking 

service that encourages on-going engagement.

Desirability

Augment user engagement with external services 
by providing a clear, direct pipeline to each 

activity.

Viability

KEY RISKSKEY RISKS KEY RISKS

Unclear Marketing Image Improper Project Management & Dev Team  
Resource Allocation

Inflexible & Not Sensitive to The Growing 
Market of Service Providers

Private User Data Security Breach

Unexpectedly Low User Engagement With 
Service Provider Pipeline

Organizational & Project Goal Misalignment

Unclear Marketing Image

Limited Partnerships With Popular Service 
Providers

Not Adaptable for Varying Relationships:  
Friendships, New Relationships, Long-Term, 
Long-Distance, Non-Exclusive, etc.

Limited Partnerships With Service Providers

Unexpectedly Low User Adoption & 
Retention Rates
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Risks ,  Tr iggers ,  &  Mit igation Plan

Product Desirability

Trigger

Unclear Marketing Image

OwnerCategory Mit igation

Not Adaptable for Varying Relationships:  

Friendships, New Relationships, Long-

Term, Long-Distance, Non-Exclusive, etc.

Limited Partnerships With Popular 

Service Providers

Unexpectedly Low User Adoption & 

Retention Rates

User interface and data architecture only 
address mid-length, "average" romantic 
relationships and does not account for 

users wanting to have multiple 
connections or friend groups.

Partnership pipeline to service providers 
is limited and does not cover the breadth 

of services used by userbase. 

User adoption, retention, and engagement 
rates drop below a predetermined 

minimum success threshold. 

Unclear product messaging targeted at 
the wrong demographics through 

pipelines out of touch with desired users.
Client (Marketing)

Client (Marketing)  
& Dev Team

Reputational

DesignTechnical

Client (Legal)Reputational / 
Financial

Organizational
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Support partners seeking to (re)connect through shared activities via a matchmaking service that encourages on-going engagement.

User interviews to assess common friendship or 
relationship structures and interaction patterns. 

Determine Minimum Viable Product that addresses the 
majority of users in the demographic: Friendships, Casual 
Dating, Exclusive Relationships

Mandatory MVP list of partnerships needed

Project Timeline anchored around partnership contracting

Preparation for a reinvigorated marketing image with 
additional exposure on social media platforms

QA reviews to ensure product is not hitting technical 
failures or blockers

Design review of onboarding process and viability of user 
pipeline to ensure clear user goals and intuitive actions

User feedback & usability surveys for all registered users

User research to understand behaviors & mental models 
of existing dating app and dating subscription box users

Contingency marketing plan in place ahead of failure

Demographic research to determine target user group



Trigger

Product Feasibility

Improper Project Management & Dev 

Team Resource Allocation

OwnerCategory Mit igation

Private User Data Security Breach

Organizational & Project Goal 

Misalignment

System or partner systems show a 
security breach

Miscommunication between the dev 
team's project goals and the Client's 

product goals as evidenced by conflicting 
interests at greenlight check-ins.

Feature completion or key project 
deadlines delayed or dev team requests a 

timeline adjustment from Client.

Project 
Manager

Project 
Management

Client (Legal) &  
Engineering

Technical & 
Reputational

Project 
Manager

Project 
Management
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Effectively deliver this service, or a minimum viable product slice of the service, in the predetermined timeframe.

Establishing minimum viable product requirements and 
assessing priority of each feature based on this

Rescoping either the team or the timeline to meet 
budgetary and launch cycle requirements. Mid-project 
greenlight check-ins to proactively assess team needs.

All team stakeholders present in project scope, timeline, 
and resource allocation meetings to determine an initial 
schedule that all teams are agreed upon. 

Contingency plan that request each user change and/or 
protect any leaked information such as passwords

Contingency marketing plan that communicates the 
security breach and actions being taken to users clearly 
and quickly. 

Alert & Address contingency plan to identify and 
eliminate the security breach

Mandatory mid-development greenlight check-ins to 
ensure project deliverables aligned with product goals

All team and Client stakeholders present at project 
scoping and alignment meetings during pre-production

MUXD MASTERS THESIS

Risks ,  Tr iggers ,  &  Mit igation Plan
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Risks ,  Tr iggers ,  &  Mit igation Plan

Trigger

Unclear Marketing Image

OwnerCategory Mit igation

Inflexible & Not Sensitive to The 

Growing Market of Service Providers

Limited Partnerships With Popular 

Service Providers

Unexpectedly Low User Engagement 

With Service Provider Pipeline

Partnership relations team fails to identify 
a popular, new service provider and our 
users are voicing frustrations that they 

are not able to leverage this partner in our 
app's matchmaking service.

Partnership pipeline to service providers 
is limited and does not cover the breadth 

of services used by userbase. 

User engagement rates drop below a 
predetermined minimum viable product 
threshold and indicate mal-health of the 

application

Unclear product messaging targeted at 
the wrong demographics through 

pipelines out of touch with desired users.
Client (Marketing)

Dev Team

Reputational

Client (Legal)Financial

Client (Legal)Reputational / 
Financial

Technical
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User research to understand behaviors & mental models 
of existing dating app and dating subscription box users

Contingency marketing plan in place ahead of failure

Demographic research to determine target user group

Ongoing user interviews & surveys to assess common 
service providers used

Ongoing efforts to establish relationships with emerging 
streaming services, dining services, etc. as new 
applications emerge in the market

Mandatory MVP list of partnerships needed

Project Timeline anchored around partnership contracting

Preparation for a reinvigorated marketing image with 
additional exposure on social media platforms

QA reviews to ensure product is not hitting technical 
failures or blockers

Design review of user pipeline to outside service 
providers to ensure clear user goals and intuitive actions

User feedback & usability surveys for all registered users

Product Viability
Augment user engagement with streaming services, dining apps, and related subscription boxes by providing a clear, direct pipeline to each activity.     
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Implementation PlanImplementation Plan
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Project Timel ine

8 weeks from research to prototype
Del iverable Date:  Apr i l  17th

Timeframe: 8 Weeks

Research

Wireframing

Prototyping

Presentation

Ful l  Gantt Project Calendar:  https:/ /app.smartsheet.com/sheets/Vx6v22hgcPWwxHJpF96cFxJr6p6cVVM4qG629rf1 
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Assumptions

Dating & New Relationships

Defining Connection Between Partners and Couples

Long-Term Relationships

Assumption: Partners may struggle during the initial stages of a relationship to determine shared interests or 
tastes. This can create frustration around settling on a restaurant, movie, or activity that both individuals will 
mutually enjoy participating in. 

Assumption: Individuals looking to (re)connect with one another most benefit from engaging with activities or 
shared interests together. Whether this is digital, such as watching a movie, or physical, such as visiting a 
restaurant or hiking, quality time together is essential to a sense of connection between romantic partners. Find 
shared interests day to day can be difficult both for new relationships where partners are just beginning to know 
one another and for long-term relationships where each individual's interests evolve over time. 

Assumption: Partners in long-term relationships may struggle to find new and exciting activities or interests to share 
with one another once initial shared interests and date ideas have been exhausted. Finding new ways to connect, 
excite, and try new things can be frustrating, particularly as each individual's interests change and evolve through 
time. Long-term relationships benefit from both establishing common "favorites" that are familiar habits as well as 
identifying new experiences both partners are interested in trying. 

Project Assumptions
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Addit ional Implementation Considerations

Additional Considerations

Long Term vs. New Relationships

Individuals Dating Multiple Partners (Separately)

Friends & Friend Groups

Deleting or archiving friendships and relationships that 
have ended or may be "on pause"

Coordination with Service Providers Including: Spotify, 
Netflix, DoorDash, OpenTable, Steam, and additional 
streaming, video game, or restaurant / food services

Considering Existing Party-Based Services: Netflix Watch 
Party, Discord, Prime Video Watch Party, Xbox Party, 
Group Ordering for Food Services, etc.

Address services that require multiple users to hold 
subscriptions vs. services that only require one user to 
be a subscriber 

Implementation Departments

Mobile Engineering

Production

UX UI Design

Financial & Accounting

Marketing & External Relations
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T H A N K  Y O UT H A N K  Y O U
QUESTIONS + COMMENTS?

Contact Sydney Terris: sterris@mica.edu // On Slack: @sterris


